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    1 Fly  2 Close Your Eyes  3 Moments  4 Concertino  5 Sehnsucht  6 C'est La Vie  7 Focus  8
Das Streben Nach Glück  9 Der Grüne Ballon  10 Geborgenheit  11 November  12
Glücksmoment  13 Inspiration    Drum Programming – Dieter Dolezel  Piano – Florian Christl 
Strings – Gereon Theis, Laura Kania, Mathis Merkle, Rica Schultes,   The Modern String
Quintet, Veronika Bejnarowicz    

 

  

The artistic development from Christl's first album to "Inspiration" is staggering in the best of
ways. There is so much passion and beauty in this album, and you can tell Florian is really
coming into his own as an artist. This album is much more patient than his first. He really takes
time to let the songs develop, and it absolutely pays off. Some personal favorites are his single
"Fly" "C'est la vie" and "November"

  

Beautiful classical music is still being made, and we are very lucky to have talented artists like
Christl making it for us. I absolutely recommend this album, you will not be disappointed.
---cr07, amazon.com

  

 

  

Beautiful music born of Nature, music that lifts your thoughts and emotions, giving them free
flight.

  

Christl never formally studied composition or the piano. He simply sits down at the piano and
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writes music that lifts your thoughts and emotions, giving them free flight, like a dream for the
soul. Inspiring, full of love, hope, longing and beautiful melodies. Florian grew up in a small town
in Bavaria. He loves the outdoors, the quiet of the forest, and the peace of the mountains. His
greatest passion has always been making music and he spent every free moment at the piano.

  

During his studies Florian worked as a student trainee with Sony Music. One of his colleagues
was so impressed by his music that she used some of his tunes for a presentational video and
in a playlist. This is how the classical department became aware of Florian. The music recorded
for his debut album “Inspiration” is almost identical to one of his first demos recorded at home.
Next to solo piano pieces, half of the songs are arranged for piano and string quintet.
---sanity.com.au
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